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This invention relates to a weapon primarily 
for use in law enforcement. 

It is particularly aimed to provide a structure 
adapted for use Somewhat like a "blackjack' or 
"billy' and it aims to provide such a structure 
Which is generally fiexible and will have a more 
telling and effective blow-producing function, 
With less effort than heretofore and with less 
chance of gashing or bruising the scalp of the 
prlSoner. 

It is further particularly aimed to provide a 
Structure which may be made from leather or 
equivalent flexible material providing a pouch 

0. 

containing a mass of shot and also providing a . 
hand hold or gripping opening. 

In addition, it is aimed to provide a structure 
which is not bulky so that it may be carried by 
the officer concealed to better advantage than 
heretofore, in fact, in any pocket practically un 
noticeable, a construction which Will always be 
in a position for use, one which will be comfort 
able to the officer, especially When sitting, and a 
structure which may be more effectively grasped 
by the officer and held to better advantage against 
danger of its being Wrested from him. 
The more specific objects and advantages will 

become apparent from a consideration of the de 
scription following taken in connection With ac 
companying drawing illustrating an Operative en 
bodiment. 

In said drawing 
Figure 1 is a view in elevation of the improved 

Weapon; 
Figure 2 is a central longitudinal section taken 

on the line 2-2 of Figure i; 
Figure 3 is a plan view of the main blank of 

the weapon in unfolded or flat condition; 
Figure 4 is a cross-sectional view taken on the 

line 4-4 of Figure i; and 
Figure 5 is an elevational view of a Spacing 
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and reinforcing frame or strip which may be used. 

Referring specifically to the drawing wherein 
like reference characters designate like or similar 
parts, a blank is provided in flat form as shown. 
in Figure 3, and it is preferably of leather al 
though it may be made of any Suitable material. 
This blank provides connected side walls 0 which 
are foldable upon each other at their connec 
tions as at f. After folding of the walls fo tor 
ward each other, a spacing frame or strip 2 is 
disposed between them at the margins of the 
Walls 0 and is stitched thereto as at 3. It Will 
be noted that the walls 0 have registering open 
ings at 4 and that a strip or frame 5 is dis 
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ings and is secured in place by stitching as at 
6. The openings 4 provide a hand-hold so 

that the Weapon may be effectively grasped. It 
Will also be noted that at the end opposite to the 
hand-hold a pouch or sac is formed Which is filled 
With a loose maSS Of metallic particles or other 
weighted articles, preferably shot, as at 7. 
The strips or frames 2 and 5 are preferably 

of leather like the walls 0 and the stitching at 
3 and 6 is accomplished with a heavy waxed 

thread. While the shot may be disposed directly 
in the pouch as shown, the same may however, 
be held in a buckskin or other sac so that in the 
event of ripping of the stitching, the balls 7 Will 
still be retained in place. 

It is to be understood that the structure may 
be of any desired size and shape and that the 
portion provided with the hand-hold may be 
Wider than the pocket Or shot-carrying portion, 
or Vice Versa. 
The strips at 2 and 5 add stiffness at the 

edges of the structure and provide Smooth edges. 
The weapon is adapted for use primarily sub 

stantially like a "blackjack' or "billy' in subdu 
ing prisoners and it provides a relatively flat, 
wide, flexible construction which will deal a more 
telling and effective blow with less effort than 
heretofore and at the same time With less danger 
of injury by gashing and bruising the Scalp or 
face of the person being subdued. A firm hand 
hold can be had on the Weapon. With the fingers 
and free movement of the knuckles had even 
When Wearing gloves. 
Various changes may be resorted to provided 

they fall within the spirit and scope of the in 
Vention. 
I claim as my invention: 
1. A weapon of the class described Comprising 

superposed walls providing a pocket, a maSS of 
discrete weight particles in said pocket, and the 
Walls having a hand opening therethrough. 

2. A Weapon of the class described comprising 
Superposed Walls providing a pocket, a mass of 
discrete weight particles in said pocket, the walls 
having a hand opening therethrough, a Spacing 
strip secured between the Walls marginally there 
of, and a spacing strip Secured to the Walls be 
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tween the same and marginally of the hand-hold. 
3. A Weapon of the class described having COn 

nected walls, means Securing the walls together 
marginally, said walls providing a pocket, a mass 
of discrete weight elements in said pockets, and 
the walls having a hand opening therethrough, 

4. A weapon of the class described having con 
posed between walls 0 and surrounds such open- nected leather walls, means securing the walls 
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together marginally, said walls providing a pock- walls having a hand opening therethrough, a 
et, a mass of discrete balls in Said pocket, the strip stitched in place between the walls and 
walls having a hand opening therethrough. marginally thereof, and a strip stitched in place 

5. A Weapon of the class described having Con- between the walls and to the same marginally 
nected leather walls, means securing the walls S of the hand-hold. 
together marginally, Said walls providing a pock- ROBERT I, HUTCHSON. 
et, a mass of discrete balls in said pocket, the 


